5772 Jurupa St
Ontario, CA
91761
TEL: 909.974.0652

11 March 2016

VIA ELECTRONIC DELIVERY

State Water Resources Control Board
PO Box 100
Sacramento, California 95812-0100
Attention:

Natalie Stork
Engineering Geologist
Enforcement Unit 3, Division of Water Rights

Sent via email: Natalie.Stork@Waterboards.ca.gov
RE:

Request for Information Directed to Nestlé Waters North America Inc.
Strawberry Canyon, San Bernardino, California.

Dear Ms. Stork:
Nestlé Waters North America Inc. (NWNA) has prepared the attached narrative response and
data pursuant to your email request for information dated 22 January 2016 regarding certain
technical information relating to NWNA operations in Strawberry Canyon/Creek, upstream
from the Campus Crusade property located at the Arrowhead Hotel, in the City of San
Bernardino, California. A detailed response to each question posed is presented in the same
order as presented to NWNA.
NWNA considers its operations at the Arrowhead facility to be proprietary and a trade secret.
Therefore, in providing this information, we do not intend that it will be distributed further,
and we intend that the contents of this submission will be protected from disclosure by the
State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) to the extent allowed under the California
Public Records Act, or otherwise under California law. NWNA expressly requests that upon
the Board’s receipt of any Public Records Act request, the SWRCB immediately provide
NWNA with a written copy of such request so that NWNA may take whatever measures it
deems necessary in to prevent release of any proprietary material.

5772 Jurupa St
Ontario, CA
91761
TEL: 909.974.0652

If you have any questions regarding the attached information, please do not hesitate to contact
me.
Sincerely,

Larry Lawrence
Natural Resources Manager – NWNA
5772 Jurupa St.
Ontario, CA 91761
(714) 812-4814
Larry.Lawrence@waters.nestle.com

cc (via email): Rita Maguire, Esq.
Robert Johnson, Esq.

CALIFORNIA STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD
ENFORCEMENT UNIT 3, DIVISION OF WATER RIGHTS
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION TO AND RESPONSE FROM
NESTLÉ WATERS NORTH AMERICA INC.
SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA
SWRCB REQUEST 1. GPS Coordinates
1. GPS coordinates of all extraction locations in Strawberry Canyon.
Response to Request 1
The following table shows the global positioning system (GPS) coordinates of all extraction locations in
Strawberry Canyon.
GPS Coordinates – Extraction Locations in Strawberry Canyon
Name
Latitude
Longitude
Spring 1 Borehole
34.228350°
-117.234110°
Spring 1A Borehole
34.228252°
-117.234265°
Spring 2 Collection System
34.228453°
-117.235412°
Spring 3 Collection System
34.228052°
-117.236159°
Spring 7 Borehole
34.225949°
-117.229523°
Spring 7A Borehole
34.225951°
-117.229541°
Spring 7B Borehole
34.225948°
-117.229514°
Spring 7C Borehole
34.225953°
-117.229555°
Spring 8 Borehole
34.228254°
-117.234274°
Spring 10 Borehole
34.219545°
-117.232676°
Spring 11 Borehole
34.219713°
-117.232754°
Spring 12 Borehole
34.219713°
-117.232751°

SWRCB REQUEST 2. Boring Logs
2. Boring logs, if available, for all extraction locations in Strawberry Canyon (so I can better
understand the geology).
Response to Request 2
Each of the extraction points is constructed in fractured quartz monzonite bedrock of either Jurassic or
Cretaceous age. Each extraction point was constructed to intercept water flowing in fractures within the
quartz monzonite. Spring Numbers (Nos.) 2 and 3 were developed by means of as horizontal collection
systems prior to any requirement to record or report well completion details under California law;
consequently, no well log is available for Horizontal Collection Systems 2 and 3. Horizontal boreholes
used to extract water were first constructed in about 1950, prior to the requirement to record or report well
completion details. Three horizontal boreholes were drilled in the late 1970s at Spring Nos. 10, 11, and
12, respectively. The well completion records from these horizontal boreholes constitute the earliest well
completion reports available at the Arrowhead Site. All of the horizontal boreholes (installed in the 1950s
and 1970s) were re-drilled between 1992 and 1994. The available boring logs describe geologic
conditions at Horizontal Boreholes 1, 1A, 7, 7A, 7B, 7C, 8, 10, 11, and 12; all are provided in
Appendix A.
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SWRCB REQUEST 3. Well Completion Reports
3. Well completion reports for Springs 2, 3, 7C, 10, 11.
Response to Request 3
Well completion reports for Horizontal Boreholes 7C, 10, and 11 are provided in response to SWRCB
Request #2 above (Appendix A). As described above, no well completion reports exist for Horizontal
Collection Systems 2 and 3, which were developed by means of boring into the spring source during a
period of time pre-dating the requirement to record and report well completion details.
SWRCB REQUEST 4. Explanation of 1930’s Litigation
4. An explanation of the 1930’s litigation regarding Arrowhead’s groundwater rights and a copy of
any court decisions.
Response to Request 4
NWNA is the successor-in-interest to the rights of Arrowhead Springs Corporation and California
Consolidated Water Company with respect to the water rights and water uses associated with the spring
water bottling activities originating in the late 1800s at Arrowhead Springs. Particularly with respect to
this information request, NWNA is the successor-in-interest to the rights of California Consolidated
Water Company in and to all water rights in the area known as Strawberry Canyon or Strawberry Creek, a
tributary of East Twin Creek.
In 1931, the Del Rosa Mutual Water Company, an appropriator of water on East Twin Creek downstream
of the Arrowhead Springs Hotel (and downstream of the confluence of Strawberry Creek and East Twin
Creek), filed a lawsuit to enjoin the taking of any water either by Arrowhead Springs Corporation or
California Consolidated Water Company from East Twin Creek or Strawberry Creek. This case, Del
Rosa Mutual Water Company v. D.J. Carpenter, et al., No. 31798, Superior Court, State of California,
County of San Bernardino (Del Rosa), which involved numerous parties all claiming some interest in
these waters, resulted in a comprehensive stipulated judgment adjudicating and declaring the respective
rights of the parties. A complete copy of the case is attached as Appendix B.
With respect to the water rights of California Consolidated Water Company, the relevant portions of Del
Rosa appear in Paragraph 5 and Subparagraph (b) as set forth below. In Paragraph 5, the Del Rosa Court
held:
5. That the defendant, California Consolidated Water Company, now is and it and its
predecessors in interest have been engaged in the business of diverting water from East
Twin Creek and/or its tributaries into reservoirs and tanks and from thence transporting
the same by means of cars and other conveyances to the City of Los Angeles, where said
water is bottled for domestic use and used for the manufacture of beverages and other
purposes; that said defendant, California Consolidated Water Company, has entered in
and upon the springs at the headwaters of said Strawberry Creek and developed the water
at said springs that would not naturally flow to plaintiff’s said point of diversion, and
diverted the water of said springs including the water so developed into a pipeline and by
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means thereof conveyed a part thereof to its said tank and reservoirs to Los Angeles
where such water has been and is now being used by said defendant in its said business.
That said defendant has expended large sums of money in so developing said springs and
conveying said water, and has developed an extensive business dependent entirely upon
such supply of water, and it would be inequitable to enjoin said defendant from
continuing to so take and use said water; that said defendant requires the use of all the
water now flowing and hereafter developed and flowing from said springs’ tributary to
said Strawberry Creek lying north of the north line of the south half of section 31 and
north of the north line of the south half of section 32, both in township 2 north, range
3 west, S.B.B.&M., and except as limited by the tanks and reservoirs upon said
Arrowhead Springs property, and may take and transport the same beyond and out of
said watershed for bottling or other purposes or uses.” (Emphasis added)
(b) That defendant, California Consolidated Water Company, is, subject to the
provisions of subdivision (i) hereof, the owner of the right to take, impound, divert,
transport and carry away water of that certain spring known as ‘Indian Spring’ and any
and all of the water of all springs situated or obtainable in that part of East Twin Creek
known as ‘Strawberry Creek and Canyon’ and canyons lateral thereto lying north of a
line drawn east and west through Section 31 and 32, Township 2 North, Range 3 West,
S.B.B.&M, and it may enter in and upon that portion of said Strawberry Creek and
Canyon and lateral canyons thereto lying north of said line and develop, …any and all
springs or water situated or obtainable from said area north of said line, and may take
and divert all of said water flowing and to flow in and from said springs and or
obtainable in said area into a pipe line and divert and carry the same, by and through
such pipe line, to tanks and reservoirs upon said Arrowhead Springs property, and may
take and transport the same beyond and out of said watershed for bottling or other
purposes or uses.” (Emphasis added)
Both Paragraph 5 and Subparagraph (b) of Del Rosa state that defendant California Consolidated Water
Company has rights to all of the water in the headwater springs that are tributary to Strawberry Creek and
that the California Consolidated Water Company may develop all such water obtainable in the area and
transport the water by pipeline or other means of transportation out of the watershed for bottling purposes.
The Del Rosa Court drew no distinction as to whether the water rights adjudicated to California
Consolidated Water Company derived from its position as successor-in-interest to pre-1914 surface water
appropriations or the valid appropriation of groundwater under California state law, but the case is
precisely clear that the right includes all of the water flowing or obtainable from the springs in the upper
reaches of Strawberry Creek.
The Del Rosa case was a final adjudication of a state-based water right and not subject to appeal or
review in any manner. In the 84 years since Del Rosa, no water user has alleged an injury to its water
rights due to the diversions by California Consolidated Water Company or its successors-in-interest from
the Strawberry Creek headwaters. Further, there has been no evidence that the scope of the springs’ use is
not within the original intent of the appropriation as adjudicated by Del Rosa.
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The source of this water has not changed since Del Rosa; however, the legal definitions of groundwater
and surface water under California law continue to evolve. California, like other western states, regulates
the capture of surface water and groundwater under separate legal regimes even though it has long been
understood that there can be a hydrologic connection between the two sources. Springs are commonly
found at the geologic line of demarcation between surface water and groundwater, where water
previously migrating underground emerges to the surface. These waters might be considered “surface”
waters when they first appear above ground, particularly if they are tributary to a surface stream after they
emerge, or are flowing in a known and definite channel beneath the surface before they emerge. Or, they
may be considered groundwater if they are percolating and captured at the source of emergence. This is
particularly true if the flow is developed by the use of infrastructure such as horizontal collection systems
and horizontal boreholes penetrating the surface of the earth.
In 1955, the California Legislature adopted the Water Recordation Act (Cal. Water Code, § 4999 et seq.)
that applied to just four counties in the state: San Bernardino, Ventura, Los Angeles, and Riverside
Counties. The reporting program required those persons with wells with aggregate extractions of more
than 25 acre-feet per year (or 10 acre-feet or more from a single source) to file an extraction report known
as a “Notice of Extraction and Diversion of Water” with the SWRCB. The act further provides that, for
purposes of reporting water extractions under the new law, “[g]round water means water beneath the
surface of the ground whether or not flowing through known and definite channels” (Cal. Water Code,
§ 5000(a) (Emphasis added)).
The Arrowhead Springs and Strawberry Creek are located in San Bernardino County, so NWNA’s
predecessors undertook to comply with this law according to the specific terms of the statute. The law
required retroactive reporting in the first report filed for the years preceding enactment, but also provided
that if the use has been in existence for more than 10 years, only the preceding 10 years had to be reported
(Cal. Water Code § 5002(b)). Thus, NWNA’s predecessors’ first filing began with the year 1947.
Because the water was being captured through the use of boreholes and collection systems penetrating the
surface of the earth, NWNA’s predecessors filed their recordation notices with the SWRCB as “ground
water” extractions to ensure that they were fully complying with state law. The SWRCB has delegated
local water agencies with oversight of the Groundwater Recordation Program. NWNA has filed its
reports with the San Bernardino Valley Municipal Water District, San Gorgonio Pass Water Agency, and
Western Municipal Water District under the “Arrowhead Drinking Water Company” name. NWNA has
maintained this practice for all of its state-registered horizontal boreholes and horizontal collection
systems in Strawberry Creek (see Arrowhead Springs 1 (#360476), 2 (#360477), 3 (#360478),
7 (#362857), 7A (#360480), 7B (#360481), 7C (#361986), 8 (#360482), 10 (#362800), 11 (#362894),
12 (#362856)).
NWNA has the clear right to capture and use the waters in Strawberry Creek pursuant to Del Rosa for its
current bottling operations. NWNA has the valid pre-1914 surface water rights of its predecessors-ininterest including the Arrowhead Springs Corporation and California Consolidated Water Company. To
the extent that any water captured by NWNA could be classified as groundwater (by statutory definition
for reporting purposes or by substantive adjudication based on hydrologic principles), the specific
wording of Del Rosa adjudicated the right to develop, capture, and use this water under California state
law.
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SWRCB REQUEST 5. Spring 7
5. An explanation of why Spring 7 has two Groundwater Recordation numbers: G360479 and
G362857.
Response to Request 5
Spring No. 7 was originally developed in the 1930s by means of a concrete subterranean infiltration
gallery. Based on anecdotal accounts, the first horizontal borehole (7A) was drilled at the No. 7 Spring
site in about 1950. Use of the original Spring No. 7 infiltration gallery stopped sometime thereafter. It
appears that recordation number G360479 was associated with the original Spring No. 7 infiltration
gallery. In about 1986, a horizontal borehole at the No. 7 Spring site was designated as “Horizontal
Borehole 7” and assigned recordation number G362857. Water use associated with recordation
No. G360479 was reported from 1947 until 1950. Water use associated with recordation No. G352857
has been reported from 1986 through the present.
SWRCB REQUEST 6. Well 12A
6. A well completion report is available for well 12A. Please provide an explanation of why there is
no Groundwater Recordation number for this well and no production information provided to
Watermaster Support Services/San Bernardino Valley Municipal Water District.
Response to Request 6
Horizontal Borehole 11 was originally drilled in 1978; subsequently, this borehole was replaced in 1994.
The new Horizontal Borehole 11 was briefly numbered “12A” during the replacement. You will note that
the well completion report and boring log for Horizontal Borehole 11, submitted in response to
Request #2 above, is marked as both “11” and “12A” and is dated 1994. Horizontal Borehole 11 is
adjacent to Horizontal Borehole 12.
SWRCB REQUEST 7. Springs 4 and 9
7. Springs 4 and 9 are mentioned in documents associated with some of the other Arrowhead
groundwater recordations. Please provide all available coordinates, boring logs, well
completion reports, extraction volumes, dates drilled (and destroyed, if applicable) for Springs 4
and 9 and an explanation of why these springs are not reported via Groundwater Recordations or
to Watermaster Support Services/San Bernardino Valley Municipal Water District.
Response to Request 7
Although Spring No. 4 was developed by means of horizontal boreholes, none of the horizontal boreholes
is numbered “4”. Spring No. 4 exists directly down gradient of Horizontal Boreholes 1, 1A, and 8. These
boreholes were drilled to tap into the same geologic formation feeding Spring No. 4. Location
coordinates for each of these boreholes are provided above in response to Request #1. Completion
reports for each of these horizontal boreholes are provided in response to Request #2 above. Extraction
volumes have been reported annually for Horizontal Boreholes 1 and 8. The reported extraction for
Horizontal Borehole 1 includes the combined volume from Horizontal Boreholes 1 and 1A.
As you acknowledge in your email dated 26 February 2016, the reference to Spring No. 9 in Request #7 is
actually a reference to Horizontal Borehole 8. Information about Horizontal Borehole 8 is addressed
in NWNA’s response above and in response to Requests #1 and #2.
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APPENDIX A
Boring Logs
Horizontal Boreholes 1, 1A, 7, 7A, 7B, 7C, 8, 10, 11, and 12
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APPENDIX B
Judgement
Del Rosa Mutual Water Company v. D.J. Carpenter, et al., No. 31798

